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Topcon Introduces a New Wireless Review Station
for its Non-mydriatic Retinal Camera Systems
Now eye-care professionals can review patients’ retinal images from anywhere
in their offices even when going from room to room.

OAKLAND, NJ, June 25, 2014 – Topcon
Medical Systems (TMS) of Oakland, NJ
announces the availability of a wireless review
station that can be used with the TRC-NW300
and TRC-NW8 non-mydriatic capture systems
running IMAGEnet® 5. This innovative device
allows reviewing images from an IMAGEnet® 5
capture station via Wi-Fi up to a distance of
30ft. The transfer period is only 5 seconds
when saving captured images in JPEG format.
The wireless review station can be left permanently in an exam room or can be
mobile from room to room in a 30ft. radius. Commercially available monitor,
keyboard and mouse can be added by the user for his/her convenience.
The wireless review station includes a Wi-Fi capable IMAGEnet® System Notebook
with IMAGEnet® 5 review software. The first wireless review station to be used in
an office requires the use of a wireless router which is connected via USB to the
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capture station. Additional wireless review stations do not need extra routers.
Several wireless review stations can be used at the same facility.
For more information on Topcon Medical Systems, please visit
www.topconmedical.com.

About Topcon Medical Systems, Inc.
Based in Oakland, NJ, Topcon Medical Systems (TMS) is a leader and technical
innovator in the field of ophthalmic instrumentation. For more than 40 years, TMS
has offered the most complete and technically advanced line of ophthalmic
equipment in the U.S. marketplace. This equipment comprises the largest selection
of precision ophthalmic and optical instruments from one manufacturer, providing a
complete range of products for general and specialized applications. TMS manages
ophthalmic dealer sales, corporate and government sales. TMS is a division of
Topcon America Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Topcon Corporation of
Tokyo, Japan.
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